




At Jasmine Beauty Therapy we specialise in eyebrows. 

Our unique approach is characterised by our knowledge and training  

in the shaping of the brow and how it can compliment and highlight  

the features of your face.

Our appointments and brow designs are not simple or rushed,  

we create unique designs for each individual and use up-to-date  

techniques in hair removal, colour enhancement and trimming  

to transform and maintain your brows.



WHAT IS BROW DESIGN?

Brow Design is restoring, redesigning and enhancing your natural brow.  

Our Brow Designers are highly skilled at finding and building upon a brow  

no matter what we are faced with.

We provide a complete brow service available to everyone, revealing your own  

unique design, or in cases where the brow has become too thin, we can begin  

the process of naturally restoring it to its fullest potential.

YOUR BROW OPTIONS:

Brow Consultation and Design (60 minutes) $90

- Full assessment and consultation with a focus on brow restoration 

- Record history and discuss options

- Includes a complete Brow design service. 

Brow Design (30 minutes) $50

- Complete brow design service

- Tinting, trimming, waxing

- After-care and product application

Teen Brow Design (30 minutes) $40

- Tinting, trimming, waxing

- Brow education

- After-care and product application

Male Brow Design 30 minutes $40

- To groom and strengthen features

- Waxing, trimming and optional tinting 

Henna Brow Design (45 minutes) $65

- Complete Brow Design using Henna

tint. Longer lasting than normal brow 

tint and also stains the skin. 

- Can only be booked after having

initial Consultatation and Design 

appointment.

Henna Tint Only (30 minutes) $50

-Using Henna to dye the brow hair

and create stain on the skin.



BROW TAMING

BROW BALANCING

BROW REGROWTH



Eyelashes

Eyelash Lift and Tint (60 minutes)

Eyelash Lift Reversal (15 minutes)

Classic Lash Extensions - Full Set ( 90 minutes)

- Refill (45 minutes)

- Refill (60 minutes)

Hybrid Lash Extensions - Full Set  (90 minutes)

- Refill (60 minutes)

Volume Lash Extensions - Full Set  (120 minutes)

Eyelash Extension Removal (30 minutes)

$90

$30

$140 - $160

$75 - $80

$95 - $100

$175

$105

$195

- Refill (60 minutes) $115

$40

- Refill (45 minutes) $90

- Refill (45 minutes) $100

Eyelash Botox Lift & Tint (60 minutes) $95

Tinting

Brow Tint

Lash Tint 

Lash and Brow Tint 

Tanning

Full Body Spray Tan (Light/Medium) 

$30

$25

$50

$40

Full Body Spray Tan (Dark) $45



Facial Waxing (see earlier page for eyebrows)

Body Waxing

Full Face – Lip, Sides, Chin & Under Brow

Middle of Brows (Mono-brow section only)

Sides of Face

Lip

Chin

Underarm

Half Arm

Full Arm

Half Leg

3/4 Leg

Full Leg

Basic Bikini

‘G’ Bikini

Brazilian

Back and Shoulder

Chest and Stomach

$50

$15

$15

$15

$15

$25

$30

$40

$40

$45

$50

$30

$40

$50

$50

$50

Facial

O Cosmedics Treatment Facial (60 minutes)

Customised skin treatment includes a short 

skin consultation, facial cleanse & exfoliation,

facial massage, peel-off mask, serums & 

moisteriser and SPF application.

Followed by homecare product recommendations.

$130



jasminebeautytherapy.com.au

36 Mair Street East, Ballarat 3350          03 5331 5055


